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Multiple Autonomous Undersea Vehicles

1. Introduction

The National Institute of Stan -
dards and Technology (NIST)
Multiple Autonomous Undersea
Vehicles (MAC")project involved
the development of a real -time

intelligent control system that per-
forms sensing, world modeling,
planning andexecution for under-
sea vehicles. The project was
funded by the DARPA Naval Tech-
nology Office. The goal of the
project was to have multiple
vehicles exhibiting intelligent,
autonomous, cooperative behav-
ior. A l l software for controlling
the vehicles reside on computer
boards mounted on-board the
vehicles.

This paper presents an over-
view of the project. It focuses on
the h iemch ica l control system
for controlling the vehicles, and
describes how planning, execu-
tion and world modeling are done
in the system. Further details on
the project may be found in [2].

1.1 The MALT Vehicles

Figure l a and Figure lb show
a diagram and photograph of a
MALT vehicle. These vehicles
were designed and constructed

by the Marine Systems Engineer - in pitch and roll, with thrusters
ing Laboratory at the Univenity that allow it to be controlled in
of New Hampshire. They are a x, y, t, and yaw. It is battery
derivative of the EAVE-EAST vehi- powered with the batteries stored
cle [3] developed at the same lab. in cylindrical tanks at the bottom
The vehicle is gravity stabilized of the vehicle. The vehicle carries
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FIGCUE la. Di lgnm of University of New Hampshire WVE-EAST MALT vehicle.
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FIGURE lb. Photograph showing University of Ncw Hampshire

WVE-EAST MAUV vehicle.

three acoustic navigation trans-

ponders which are configured as
an equilateral triangle. Each
transponder operates on a dif-
ferent frequency and different
turnaround time. They receive
acoustic signals from navigation
bouys placed in the water, allow-
ing range and bearing relative to
these bouys to be measured. The
vehicle carries a compass, pfessurp
and temperature sensors, and
depth and altitude s o m . In front,
i t has an obstacle avoidance sonar
consisting of five narrow beam
acoustic transmitter -receivers.
These are arranged such that the
center sonar beam points straight

ahead, two point ten degrees to

the right and left, and two point
ten degrees up and down from
the center b e a m . In addition, the
vehicle carries both acoustic and
radio telemetry systems. All com-
puter boards are mounted in card
cages inside the flotation t a n k s

at the upper part of the vehicle.

1.2 Scenarios

The MAL?project planned to
conduct a series of demonstra -
tions by two vehicles. These tests
are centered around two scenarios
-cooperative search and coop-
erative near-target maneuvers. The
search scenario involves travers-
ing an area either to map i t out
or to seek targets. The vehicles
may be either near the water sur-

face or near the lake bottom when
performing the search.

The near -target maneuvers
scenario involves performing
triangulation maneuvers near a
target either to localize i t or to
take pictures of it. Figure 2 shows
how target localization occurs.
The two vehicles, either while
patrolling or while performing a
search, detect a target in direc -
tion beta using passive sonar.
(Passive sonar involves detection
of noise originating at the target).

Passive detection gives only direc -
tion but no range information.
At this point, the vehicles deter-
mine two positions perpendicular
to and equidistant from the line
beta, and each vehicle travels to
itsposition. The vehicles can then

lation to accurately localize the
target. In a separate scenario, the
vehicles use s imi la r maneuvers to

achieve the triangle configuration,
and then one vehicle illuminates
the target while the other vehicle
takes pictures. Having a light

source some distance away from
the camera, andbeing able to vary
the position of t h i s light source
relative to the camera, can often
greatly enhance undersea
photography.

emit SOWpulses andux tn’anw-

2. Rierarchid Control

The control system for the
vehicles is hierarchically struc -

tured and i s shown in Figure 3
[1,2]. This control system i s based
on the one developed for the
Automated Manufacturing Re-
search Facility at NIST [SI. I t i s
divided into three main com-
ponents, shown as columns in
Figure 3. These are sensory pm-
cesing, worldmodeling, and task
&composition. The goal of the
task decomposition component
i s to perform real -time decom-
position of task goals by means
of real -time planning, execution
and task monitoring The world
modeling component performs
the following functions: (a) it

maintains a central real -time
database of information about the
state of the world and the internal
state of the system, (b) i t updates
this database with information
from sensory processing. (c) it pro-
vides expectations of incoming
sensory data, (d) i t responds to

queries from the task decomposi -
tion component based on infor-
mation in the database and on
evaluations of possible future
states of the world The goal of
the sensory processing compo-
nent i s to detect and recognize
patterns, events and objects, and
to filter and integrate sensory in-
formation over space and time.

The world model serves as a
buffer between the sensory pm-
cessing component and the plan-
ners and executors of the task
decomposition component, That
is, queries about the world re-
quired for planning and execu-
tion are made to the worldmodel,
and sensory processing i s used
to update t h i s world model.

The control system i s divided
hierarchically into several levels.
We view this kind of hierarchical
division as a means of converting
broad, high-level goals into com-
mands to actuators, motors, com-
munication transducers, sonar

transducers, etc.
(continued on next page)

Identification of commercial equipment in thispapw is only for adequate description of our work. I t does not impb’
recommendation by the National Institutes of Standards and Technology, nor that this equipment was necessarily the

best available for the purpose.
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(continued from prerqious page)

In the task decomposition
hierarchy, the highest levei, the
mission level, converts a com-
mand mission into commands to

each of aset ofgroups of vehicles.

These commands involve tasks
that treat a whole group of
vehicles as a single unit. The gmup
level converts group commands
into commands to each of the
vehicles in the group. These com-
mands involve large tasks for each
vehicle. The rlebiclemk level con-
verts task commands into elemen -
talmoves and actions for the vehi-
cle. The e-moue (elemental move)
level converts elemental moves
and actions into intermediate
poses. These are converted into
smooth trajectory positions,
velocities, and accelerations by the
primitire level. Finally, the servo
level converts these into signals
to actuators, tmnsducers, etc.

Vehicle 2

FICLRE 2. Target localization.

3. Hierarchical Planning and
Execution

Before describing the elements
of hiearchical planning and ex-
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FIGL'RE 3. Block diagram of the NLST MAW cootrol system archltertore.
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FIGL‘RE 4. A plan graph for a mission level plan

ecution, we will provide our
workmg definition of a plan, and
describe the difference between

planning and execution. A plan
i s made up of actions and events.
The events are either events in
the world or events in the inter-
nal state of the system. We repre-
sent a plan as a graph (Figure 4).
The nodes of the graph represent
actions and the arcs represent
events. The purpose of the plan-
ner is to obtain a plan graph. I t

can either generate it or retrieve

i t from a database.
We defrne execution as thepro-

cess of carrying out a plan. The
purpose of the executor is there-
fore to step through the plan
graph. When the executor arrives
at a node of the plan graph, it

“executes” the action associated
with the node. If an action is at
the lowest level of the hierarchy,
then executing it involves send-
ing signals to hardware. Other -
wise, executing an action involves
sending i t to a lower level where

i t can be decomposed. As the ex-
ecutor sits at a node of the plan
graph, i t monitors for events

associated with arcs leading out
of the node. This monitoring is
done at a fast cycle rate. The pro-
cess of monitoring for an event
consists of querying the world
model database for that event. If
an event has occurred, the exe-
cutor follows the arc correspond -
ing to that event and steps to the
next action.

The notion of hierarchical plan-
ning i s shown in Figure 5. An
action is first input to the top level
as a task command. This task i s
decomposed both spatially and
temporally. Spatd decomposition
means dividing a task into logically
dis t inc t jobs for distinct sub-
systems. For example, the group
level will have a different planner
for each vehicle in the pup. Tem-
poral decomposition means
decomposing a task into a se-
quence of subtasks. The first step
in the plan is then the input task

to the next lower level, and this,
in turn, i s decomposed both
spatially and temporally. At each
successively lower level, the ac-
tions become more detailed and
finely structured.

Figure 6 shows a single level
of t h i s hearchy in more detail.
The input task to this level fmt

goes to the Planner Manager (PM).
The Planner Manager performs
spatial decomposition by assign-
ing jobs to each of the planners
PLi. The Planner Manager also
coordinates planning among these

planners. The planners, operating
in parallel, generate their respec -
tive plans. Associated with each
planner is a separate executor.
Ex,, which executes the plan.
The executors also operate in
parallel.

4. Levels in the MALT Task
Decomposition Hierarchy

The actual MALT’ architecture
is shown in Figure 7. Each large

(continued on next PUgeJ
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Hierarchical Planning

(continued from previous page)

box in the figure has three levels
of small boxes inside it. The top
level box represents the Planner
Manager, the middle level set of
boxes represent planners, and the
lowest level set of boxes reptesent
the executors, one associated with
each planner. The output of each
executor is a subtask command
to the next lower level.

t = o

FIGURE 5. Three levels of real-time planning activity in the ,UL'V hierarchy.

Task Decomposition

PLAI*ER
M A U C E R

/ /

FIGURE 6. Internal structure of the task decomposition modules In the

. U U V control system architecture p1 every level of the hierarchy.

4.1 Mission Level

The inputs to the mission level
are a command and a mission
value function. The command i s
a task involving amission strategy,
e.g., SEARCH -AND-DESTROY,

Associated with each command
i s a List of subtasks that define
the command. The mission value
function is a function used to score
the mission, and i s composed of
the following elements:

1. A tlalue for each vehide-
used to assess the desirability
of plan alternatives involving
high r isk to individual vehic -
les. or even the deliberate
sacrifice of a vehicle.

2. A value for each subtusk-
specifies the importance of
the successful completion of
each of the subtasks.

3. A n infomation value for
each subtusk-specifies the
importance of returning infor-
nation collected while execut -
ing each subtask.

4. A value of stealth for the
mission-specifies the impor-
tance of avoiding detection by
the enemy during the mission.

5. m e amount of battery energy
available for the mission.

The function of the mission
level is to:

1. Subdivide the vehicles into

groups. In our scenario, we
have only one pup, which
contains two vehicles.

2. Determine whether any of the
subtasks defining the input

SEARCH-AND-REPORT, andMAP.
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E-moves

Primitives

mission command should be
omitted .

3. Provide a coarse description
of routes and tactics for the
mission that are sent to the

lower levels.

4. Determine appropriate priori -
ties to be used by the lower
levels inplanning the subtash.

The outputs of the mission level
are the group subtasks and
priorities. Priorities are values in-

dicating the importance of the
following factors during lower
level planning: t ime used, energy
used, stealth and vehicle survival.

As indicated in Figure 7, the
mission level has a Planner
Manager, a planner for each group,
and an executor for each planner.

A flow chart for the mission
level planner i s shown in Figure
8. The program attempts to
generate an optimal sequence of
subtasks as follows. First, a set
of promising plan parameters i s
chosen. These include a specific

F lC lRE -. M4LQI'V architecture.

sequence of subtasks and an
estimate of the t ime and energy
priorities. Next. the planner uses
outcome calculators to determine
the result of choosing these plan

parameters. For example, the tran-

sit outcome calculator determines
the projected risk and the t ime

and energy consumption for each
tmit leg of the mission. Inorder
to do th is . the outcome calculator
plans a course route. This route
will eventually be passed to the
lower level planners.

The results of the outcome
calculators are then scored based
on the mission value function
which was input to the mission
level. If the score indicates that
a clearly satisfactory set of plan
parameters has been chosen, then
these are passed to the lower level.
Otherwise, a new set of plan
panmeters i s chosen and the pro-
cedure is repeated. If the t ime
allocated to the planner to make
a decision has terminated, the best

set of plan parameters thus far

found will be passed to the lower
level.

Replanning i s done at regular
intervals throughout the mission
by repeating the program inFigure
8. If replanning results in a dif-
ferent plan from the one currently
being executed, i t i s installed in
place of the current p1an.h this
way, the world and vehicle situa-
tion is repeatedly evaluated so that
the plan genel-ated from the most
recent information i s always be-
ing executed. Further details about
the mission level may be found

in [7].

4.2 Group Level
The inputs to the group level

are a command and a set of prior-
ities. The command i s a task in-
volving multiple vehicles, e.g.,

SEARCH. The priorities are values

indicating the importance of
stealth, destruction, t ime and
energy. These priorities will be

(continued on next page)

TRANSIT, ATTACK, RASTER -
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(continued from previous page)

used as weights in the cost func -
tion during A * search 4.

The input group tasks define
large scale actions to be performed
by groups ofMAW vehicles. The
function of the group level is to
decompose these into sequences
of tasks for individual vehicles.
This level also attempts to max-
imize the effectiveness of the
whole group by scheduling the
actions of each vehicle so as to
coordinate with the other vehicles
in the group.

In our scenario, there i s only
one group of vehicles. As indicated
in Figure 7. associated with the
group is a Planner Manager, aplan-
ner for each of the two vehicles
in the group, and an executor for
each planner.

The planner uses A' search dur-
ing planning. The following fac-
tors are used in the cost function
for this search:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Probability of trarmsal. This
is based on known obstacles
(such as large land masses)
and known density of clutter
( e g , a group of small islands
in a given path would result

in a low probability of
tnversal).

Probability of detection by
enemy sonobuoy fields or by
enemy ships containing
acoustic sensors.

Probability of destruction by
enemy minefields or enemy
ships containing active sonar

sensors.

E n q used.

Time used.

Deviationpenaltyfrom path
specified at level above. The
input task command to the
group level may specrfy apath
to be followed. This path is
taken into account by the cost
function by means of a devia -
tion penalty.

The outputs of the group level
 IT the vehicle tasks andpriorities.
The output priority values are the
same as the input priorities.

CONCEPTUAL FLOW CHART FOR MISSION LEVEL

(Group Task Planning)

PLAY P.CUAIETERS

--TASK SEQCESCE

OLTCOSE CALCULATORS

FOR REPERTOIRE OF

CALL SYSTE.34 FLUCTIONS

b

; I ,E\ .ALLATE

WHOLE hUSSIOS

SCORE

CALLEKECUTORTO

b
IMPLEXIENT FIRST STEPS OF PLAY

FICCRE 8. Mission level planner.
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4.3 Vehicle Level

The inputs to the vehicle level
are a command and a set of
priorities. The command i s a task
performedby a single vehicle, e g ,
GOPATH, WAIT, RASTER-SEARCH.
LOCALIZE -TARGET, RENDEZ -
VOUS. The priorities are the same
as the input priorities to the group
level.

The function of the vehicle
level i s to decompose the input
vehicle task into a sequence of
tasks for each subsystem of the
vehcle. These subsystem tasks are
called elemental moves or actions
(e-moves). We consider three sub-
systems, the pilot, sensors and
communications subsystems.

As indicated in Figure 8. for
each vehicle there is one Planner
Manager, three planners (one for
each subsystem), and three execu -
tors. The pilot planner uses the
world model database to search
for a path between the start and
goal positions indicated by the
input vehicle command. A’search
i s used and i t s cost function has
the same factors as used at the
group level.

The communications planner
schedules the messages to be sent.
Currently, this schedule i s ex-

tracted from a rule database. In
the future, the schedule will be
determined by computing the
value of each message. itsurgency.
the risk of breaking communica -
tion silence, and the power
needed to transmit the message.

The sensors planner schedules
the activation and deactivation
ofpassive and active sonars. Cur-

rently, th is schedule i s also ex-
tracted from a rule database. In
the future, the schedule will be
determined by computing the
value of taking sonar soundings,
i t s urgency, the risk of breaking
silence for active sonar, and the
power needed to take the sonar
soundings.

The outputs of the vehicle level
are the e-move tasks.

4.4 E-move Level

The input to the e-move level
is a command which is anelemen -
tal move or action involving a
single subsystem, e.g., GO-
STRAIGHT @ilot subsystem),
ACTIVATE -ACTIVE-SENSOR (sen-
sor subystem), SEND-MESSAGE
(communications subsystem).

The function of the e-move
level i s to decompose the input
e-move cornmand into a sequence
of low-level commands to thepar-
ticular subsystem controller. As

indicated in Figure 7, a Planner
Manager, planner, and executor
exists for each subsystem of each
vehicle.

The pilot e-move can be
defined as a smooth motion of
the vehicle designed to achieve
some position, orientation. or

“key-frame pose” in space or
t ime. The pilot planner at this
level computes clearance with
obstacles sensed by on-board
sonar sensors and generates se-
quences of intermediate poses
that define pathways between
key-frame poses. A’ search is us-
ed to generate these paths. The
cost function used during this
search uses the following factors:

1. Trat1ersability. This is based
on known local obstacles.
The traversability of a given
path i s either 1 (the path is
traversable) or 0 (the path i s
not traversable).

2. Distance travelled. A shorter
path i s always preferred. This
helps obtain smooth final
paths.

3. Dariationpmlty fmrnpnth
specified at level aboue. As
in previous levels, the input
command to the e-move level
may specify a path to be
followed. This path i s taken
into account by the cost func -
tion by means of a deviation
penalty.

A communications e-move is
a message. The communications
planner at this level encodes
messages into strings of symbols,
adds redundancy for error detec-
tion and correction, and formats
the symbols for transmission.

The sensors e-move is a com-
mand to activate or deactivate a
passive or active sonar. The sen-
sors planner at this level decom-
poses sonar activation commands
into a temporal pattern of sonar
pings.

The e-move level i s the lowest
level we currently consider in the
M A W architecture. The outputs
of this level are low-level com-
mands to the subsystem con-
trollers of the MAW vehicles.
These controllers were developed
by the University of N e w
Hampshire.

5. Cooperative Vehicle Behavior
Cooperative behavior between

the two vehicles i s achieved as
follows. The vehicles start out
with identical software, except
for the vehicle identifier, which
i s unique for each vehicle. This
implies that each vehicle has a
mission and a group level, and
mission and group level planning
i s done on both vehicles. If the
two vehicles sense the exact same
world all the t ime (i.e., they
receive the same sensor input),
then mission and group planning
will be identical between the two
vehicles, and they will achieve
coordinated behavior. This i s
because the two vehicles will
generate identical plans for both
vehicle 1 and vehicle 2, and each
vehicle will simply execute the

appropriate plan for itself.
If, instead of always having

identical worldmodel databases,
the vehicles have the same world
model information with regard
to significant world properties
(i.e., properties relevant to
generating and executing mission
and group level plans), then m i s -

(continued on next page)
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PLANNER MANAGER 1
COORDISATIONASS I CN31EST

hlODULE
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I PLANNER

sion and group planning will st iU

be identical between the two
vehicles. Th is is the method we
currently use to achieve coopera-
tive behavior. The signrf'cant
world properties relevant to our
scenarios are thepositions of large
land masses such as islands, the
positions of sonobuoy and mine
fields, the positions of the two
vehicles, and the positions of
enemy targets and defenses.
Islands, sonobouy fields andmine

fields are input at the beginning
of the mission and do not change.
Therefore information about these
wffl be identical in the vehicles'
world model databases. In order
to ensure that information about
the other significant world prop-
erties are the same in both data-

bases, each vehicle, upon detecting
a new target or defense, immedi -
ately communicates i t s position
to the other vehicle.

A problem with this technique
of achieving coopemive behavior
i s that. as the scenarios become
more complex, more information
would have to be regularly com-
municated between the vehicles.
In addition, if a group had many
vehicles in it,regular communica -
tion from each vehicle to all the
others would have to occur. A n

alternative technique which seems
more promising is to designate
one vehicle ineach group as group
leader. and to designate one vehi-
cle as mission leader. The m i s -
sion leader performs mission plan-
ning and communicates the plans
to each group leader. Each group
leader does group planning and
communicates the plans to the
individual vehicles in the group.
In this way, if different vehicles
have different world model data-
bases, they will nevertheless ex-
ecute cooperative maneuve cs
determined from the worldmodel
databases of the group and mis -
sion leaders. If communication
canot occur because of stealth re-
quirements or because a vehicle
i s out of communication range,
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then each vehicle st i l l has mis -
sion andgroup level software and
can generate i t s own plans. Of
course, th is courd lead to non-
cooperative maneuvers. Once
communication is reestablished,
the mission andgroup leaders can
take over.

6. Real-Time Planning

T h i s section describes the real-
t ime planning system used at the
group and vehicle levels of the
hierarchy. The block d i a g m in
Figure 9, which shows this plan-
ning system. can be applied to
the group level as well as the vehi -
cle level. An input task command
first goes to the Planner Manager,
which contains twomodules. The
first, the Job Assignment Module,
divides the input task into several
jobs and sends each to a different
planner. The different planners
then work on these jobs in paral -
lel. The second module, The Plan

Coordination Module, coordinates
planning among the various plan-

ners. Currently, this coordination
i s accomplished by generating
constraints to be met by al l the
planners. For example, if each
planner corresponds to a separate
vehicle, this module might
generate constraints consisting of
a position where all the vehicles
are to rendezvous and a time when
t h i s i s to occur. Each individual
planner would attempt to meet
the constraints. If one of them
could not. it would report back
to the Plan Coordination Module
which would then generate anew
set of constraints. In the future,
the Plan Cootdination Module will
also coordinate communication
among the planners. Some con-
straints can be determined only
by the planners at plan time, and
these would have to be com-
municated to the other planners.
For example, one vehicle planner
might want as part of i t s plan one
of two actions depending on what
another vehicle planner generates.

After a planner has finished
generating a plan in the form of

aplangraph, the executor associ-
ated with the planner steps
through the graph.

Each planner contains several
modules (Figure 9). The Cyclic
Replanning Module accepts an in-
put command (or job) from the
Planner Manager and, at regular
cycle times, generates a new plan.
The primary way in which our
system performs replanning is by
generating new plans regularly.
The standard way of doing replan-
ning i s to pos t some simple con-
ditions on the world which, when
met, causes replanning to occur.
Our approach, however, is based
on the notion that the best way
to know whether the world has
changed in such a way as to re-

quire a new plan i s to actually
run the algorithm that generates
the plan, and then to see whether
the planhas changed. The advan-
tage of doing i t this way rather
than posting some simple condi-
tions i s that there could be a com-
plex interaction of events in the
world that would require a new

plan, and th is complex interac -
tion i s exactly what the planning
algorithmlooks for and evaluates.

One issue that must be con-
sidered is real -time planning and
how i t is handled by the planner.
As stated above, we view a plan
as being composed of actions and
world events. Execution of the
plan by the executor occurs by
monitoring for world events and
stepping to the appropriate ac-
tion based on which world events
have occured. Let t,be an arbitmy

point in t ime and let E be the
set of events in the world occur-
ring at t,. We define real-time
planning as the process of
generating plans quickly enough
so that there i s always an action
a given to the executor such that

1. action a i s part of a plan

2. plan p represents an “ap-
propriate” response by the
system to events Eat time t,.

Let t, be as defined above and
let t2 be the latest time by which

P, and

an action must be executed in
order to appropriately respond to
the world events E. Then the
planning maction time is def ied
as the t ime internal t,-t,.

Fortunately, the planning reac-
tion t ime i s different at different
levels of the hierarchy At the
higher levels, the world represen -
tation i s come, planned actions
occur over large t ime scales, and
world events are coarsely repre-
sented. Therefore the planning
reaction time of the system can

be relatively slow. At the lower
levels. the world representation
i s detailed, planned actions occur
over small t ime scales, and world
events are represented in detail.
Therefore the planning reaction
t ime must be fast.

The cyclic replanning t ime at
each level i s determined by the
planning reaction time. The cyclic
replanning times at the higher
levels are longer than at the lower
levels. At the end of a cyclic qlan-
ning time interval, the next action
to be taken must be determined
by the planner, for the executor
must always have an action to

carry out. However, these time
intervals will often not be enough
for the planners to generate new
full plans. Therefore, the planner
will pass on to the executor what-
ever i s i t s best plan at the end
of the cycle time, even though
the planner may not have frnished
planning to completion. In our
implementation, where A’ search
i s used, the best plan at any point
in t ime is the path in the search
tree from the root to the leaf node
with lowest cost.

When the Cyclic Replanning
Module has generated a new plan,
the plan i s passed to the Plan Up-
date Module (Figure 9), which up-
dates the Plan Graph.

I f a subtask (i.e., an action) of
the current plan i s sent by the
executor to the level below and
the subtask cannot be achieved,
then a signal i s returned to the
current level and the plan i s

(continued on next page)
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modifled by the Subtask Failure
Replanning Module (Figure 9).
Associated with eachsubtask com-
mand sent to the level below is
aset of failure constraints. Ifthese
constraints cannot be met, then
the subtask fails. Examples of
fdure constraints are (1) achiev -
ing the subtask within a time win-
dow, (2) achieving a goal (e.g.,
arriving at a given point inspace),
and (3) not deviating more than
a certain amount from a given
path.

The Subtask Failure Replan -
ning Module has thus far been
implemented only at the e-move
level to handle imminent colli -
sion between the vehicle and the
lake bottom. The module gener-
ates a plan in which the vehicle
slowly moves upward, collecting
sensory information, until i t has
determined that there is room to
continue forward.

Both the Cyclic Replanning and
the Subtask Failure Replanning

Modules tap into the Plan Schema
Database to generate plans. Plan
schemas are used to define the
input task commands and will be
described next.

7. Plan Schemas

A plan schemas is used to define
a subtask command. I t provides
all possible sequences of actions
that define the command. Inorder
to determine the bes t sequence
in a given situation, it allows the
application of a cost function and
provides the ability to perform
a search which i s driven by the
plan schema. As shown in Figure
10, the plan schema is represented
as a graph. The nodes of the graph
represent actions and the arcs
represent events in the world or
internal events in the system. The
plan schema i s converted into a
specific plan by an interpreter
which steps through the plan
schema gnph and outputs a plan
graph. When the interpreter
reaches anode in the plan schema

graph, it adds the action associated
with the node to the output plan.
I t then queries the world model
about the world events associated
with the arcs leading out of the
node. The queries =late to ahype
thetical future world formed by
starting with the current model
of the world and simulating all
the hypothetical actions in the out-

put plan. The interpreter follows
the arc whose world event i s true,

and thenprocesses the next node
in the plan schema.

The node of the plan schema
i s divided into two components,
the alternative action component
and the contat subroutine com-
ponent. The alternative action
component contains a function
that generates allpossible alterna -

tive actions that can be considered
when the node i s reached. These
alternative actions represent the
possible operators that can be ap-
plied to the state space at a given

point in the state space search.
InFigure 10, for example, the GO-

VEHICLE: RENDEZVOUS AT POINT P

Information

Hover

4

@ Point P

Go-Straight

FIGURE IO. Vehicle level plan schema for “Rendezvous pt point P.”
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STRAIGHT node contains a func-
tion that returns all permissible
directions for a GO-STRAIGHT
action. Since the state space in
th is case is a three-dimensional
grid, all GO-STRAIGHT actions,
when executed, will lead to some
adjacent point on the grid.

The context subroutine com-
ponent of a plan schema node
contains a subroutine that sets the

context (i.e., sets certain cxiables)

for the alternative action compo-
nent. This context i s also applied
to all future nodes of the plan
schema that will be traversed by

the interpreter, even though these
nodes also have their own con-
text subroutine components.

The plan schema contains two

types of arcs. The first type i s
a world event arc This arc con-
tains a predicate that queries the
worldmodel about a hypothetical
future world. A function is then
applied to the result of this query,
and the predicate returns true or
false depending on the value of
the function. In Figure 10, for ex-
ample, the arc out of the GO-
STRAIGHT node labeled “@
POINT P” i s a predicate that

queries a hypothetical future

world, resulting from the hypo-
thetical execution of a set of GO-
STRAIGHT’ S. about whether the
vehicle is at point P. If i t is, then
the interpreter will step to the
HOVER node.

The kind of predicate just
described is aplan timepredicate.
Also associated with each world
event arc i s an execution time
predicate. This is the predicate that
is actually placed in the plan
graph, and t h i s predicate will
query the most current world
model at execution time.

The second type of arc in the

plan scheme is the eke arc. This
arc also contains plan t ime and
execution t ime predicates. The
plan time predicate returns true

if the node that it leads out of
has been processed and the predi-
cates of all other arcs leading out
of the node return false. In Figure

~~

11, for example, there i s an else
arc and a world event arc leading
out of the GO-STRAIGHT node.
If the node has been processed
and the predicate of the world
event arc (i.e., whether the vehicle
i s at point P) returns false, then
the predicate of the else arc will
return t rue and the node will be
revisited. The execution t ime

predicate of the else arc returns
true if the node that i t leads out
of in the plan graph has success -
fully completed execution and the
predicates of other arcs leading
out of the node return false.

8. World Modeling

The world modeling compo-
nent serves to accumulate and
store information obtained from
sensory processing. and to make
t h i s information available to the
planners and executors. The exe-
cutors query the world model
about the current state of the
world so that they can monitor
the execution of plans. The plan-
ners query the world model about

the current state of the world and
about hypothetical future states
of the world.

The world model consists of
two main portions, (1) a set of
databases containing knowledge
about the state of the world and
the internal state of the control
system, and (2) procedures which
update the databases, make predic -
tions based on the databases, and
search the databases to respond
to queries from the planners and
executors.

The set of databases in the
world model may be divided into
two portions, (1) a set of local
databases, one for each level of
the hierarchy and (2) a global
database. Our current implemen -
tation has three local databases,
one for the e-move level, one for
the vehicle and group levels, and
one for the mission level. (InpM -
ciple, the local databases at the
vehicle and group levels should
be different; they are combined

in the implementation for the sake
of convenience in our particular
scenario.) Eachlocaldatabase con-
sists of a local map centered on
the vehicle. As the vehicle moves,
the localmap moves with it, so
that it i s always centered on (or
near) the vehicle. The local map
i s a digital terrain elevation map
of the lake bottom-each square
of a two-dimensionalgrid contains
the elevation at that square. The
set of local maps form a multi-

resolution hjearchy. Resolution in-
creases at each successively lower
level, with the highest resolution
at the e-move level. On the other
hand, the region covered by the
map increases at each successively
higher level, with the mission level
map covering the whole mission
area.

The local map at the e-move
level covets a 128 x 128 meter
area. Each grid square represents
a0.5 x 0.5meterarea.Associated
with each square i s the estimated
elevation along with a confidence
for that elemtion. Information in
the e-move map is initially ob-
tained from the global database,
and i s updated with new informa-
tion from the obstacle avoidance
and altitude sonars.

The local map at the vehicle
and group levels covers a 512 x
512 meter area. Each grid square
represents a 4 x 4 meter area.
This map overlaps the e-move
local map in such a way that each
square in th is map corresponds
to aunique 8 x 8 grid square m a
in the e-move local map. Associ -
ated with each square of the vehi-
cle and group local map i s the
average elevation, the standard
deviation of th is value, and the
maximum and minimum eleva-
tions. These values are initially
obmined from the global database,
but their updates are computed
from the e-move level map as the
latter i s updated.

The local map at the mission

level covets a 1632 x 1632 meter
area. Each grid square represents

(continued on next page)
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FIGURE 11. On the left is the w e t hardware for the two MALT vehicles. On the right i s the MAW software development and
simulation environment.
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an 8 x 8 meter area, and con-
tains the average elevation. The
values in th is map are initially
obtained from the global database
and their updates are computed
from the vehicle and group level
map as the latter i s updated.

The global database contains
three elements, (1) an u priori
map of the area in which the m i s -
sion is performed, (2) a dynamic -
ally changing global map ofnewly
obtained infomion, called a sen-

soty map, and (3) a set of the
significant objects in the world.
The apriorimap i s a low resolu-
tion map of the lake bottom ter-
rain, represented as a quadtree,
which provides elevation data
about the mission area. The sen-
sory map, also represented as a
quadtree, has a resolution equal
to that of the e-move map. The
sensory map i s updated withnew
information from the e-movemap.

The interactions between the
global and local databases are as
follows. As the vehicle moves
through the missionatpa, the local
maps must be shifted from time
to t ime so that these maps remain
centered on or near the vehicle.
The frequency of shifting increases
with successively lower levels
because the apparent speed of
vehicle motion across the map
becomes greater with successively
lower levels. Shifting occurs as
follows. First, if the map being
shifted i s the e-move map, all
modifications to the map as a
result of sonar data are transfer -
red to the sensory map. Other-
wise, no change is made to the
sensory map. Next, the center of
the local map is changed to the
current position of the vehicle
T h i s results in a new local map
which is formed by initializing
its values from the upriori map
and the sensory map. Since the
sensory map contains high resolu-
tion information only for regions
actually sensed by the vehicle
sonars, i t will usually be very
sparse.

The global database contains a
set of significant objects in the
world, including vehicles ,
defenses, targets, sonobuoy fields
and minefields. Associated with
each object are i t s properties such
as position, orientation, velocity
and size. These are modified
whenever new information about
them i s obtained through the sen-
sors. Further details about the
world model may be found in

[5,6].

9. Timing

An important issue for real -time

control i s timing of processes. In

discussing the timing in the MALT'
system, we consider the follow-
ing factors at each level of the
hierarchy: executor cycle period,
input command update interval,
replanning interval, andplanning
horizon.

The input command update in-
terval i s the rate at which new
commands are input into a given
level from the level above. The
replanning interval i s how often
the planners at a given level do
cyclic replanning. The planning
horizon i s the amount of t ime

into the future covered by a plan
at a given level. The executor cy-
cle period at each level is the rate
at which the executor checks to
see whether a new output com-

Mission Level

Group Level

Vehicle Level

mand i s to be sent to the level
below. This cycle period i s rela -
tively fast. The following shows
these values for each level of the
hierarchy:

The executor cycle period at
each level is the same-600 msec.
Th is is the rate at which new sen-

sor data are collected. Therefore,

the executor need not cycle faster
than this since it will not deter -
mine that there can be a new out-

put command unless new infor-
mation about the world i s known.
The input command update inter -
val increases by about a factor of
five as we go up the hierarchy.
The t ime values given in the table
represent approximate average
times. For example, the rate at
which new input commands can
be received can be as fast as 600
msec (the executor cycle period)
at any level. However, we do not
expect t h i s to happen very often.

The replanning interval at a
gwen level i s the same as the out-
put command update interval at
that level. In this way, the plan-
nen attempt to replan before each
next command is determined.

The planning horizon at a given

level is about twice the input com-
mand update in tend at that level.
Each planer therefore generates
a plan that represents a decom-

(continued on nextpage)

Replanning Interval
Planning Horizon

Input Command Update Interval
Replanning Interval
Planning Horizon

Input Command Update In tend
Replanning Interval
Planning Horizon

E-move Level

Servo Level

Input Command Update Intend
Replanning Intend
Planning Horizon

Primitive Level Input Command Update Interval
Replanning Intend
Planning Horizon

Input Command Update Interval

Planning Horizon
Output Command Update I n t e n d

Replanning Interval

- 30 min
- 2 hr

- 30 min

- 5 min
- 50 min

- 5 min

- 1 min

- 10 min

- 1 min
- 10 sec
- 2 min

- 10 sec
- 2 sec

- 20 sec

- 2 sec
- 600 m e c

- 4 sec
- 600 msec
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FICPRE 12. Obstacle avoidance test run.

FICL'RE 13. Predefined raster scan path.

position of the current input com-
mand as well as the next input
command.

10. implementation
The control system was im-

plemented on the computing

systems shown in Figure 11. In

each vehicle. a VME bus supports
high bandwidth communication
between sensory processing,
world modeling, planning and ex-

ecution modules at each level of
the hierarchy. These modules are
partitioned among three separate
single board Ironics computers so
as to maximize the use of parallel
computation. A two megabyte
common memory board i s used
for communication between pro-
cesses, and an 800 megabyte op-
tical disk is used for mass storage.
The real -time multi-processor,
multi-tasking operating system
used is pSOS.

Also shown in Figure 11 is the
so-development and s imula -
tion environment. A variety of
computers, including Sun work-
stations, a V'AX 111785, a micro -
VU,I R I S graphics systems, PCs,
Duals and Ironics development
systems are tied into the develop -
ment environment for code devel -
opment and simulation. Once the
software has been translated to

run on the Ironics Unix-based
development system, it can be
compiled to run under pSOS and
down-loadedinto the 68020 target
hardware for real -time execution.

11. Experimental Results

This section describes some in-
itial experimental results on lake
tests performed with one of the
MAL?vehicles. These tests were

performed during October 1987.
Due to lack of continued funding,
theMAW project was terminated

inDecember 1987. We w m there-
fore unable to perform all of the
demonstration scenarious de-
scribed in the Introduction.

The lake tests were performed
at Lake Winnipesaukee and were
run using code at the servo, prim-
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itive, and e-move levels. The fmt
experiment involvedlocalobstacle
avoidance. Figure 12 shows the
path executed by the vehicle dur-
inga test runinwhich an obstacle
was manually entered into the
worldmodelmap at point C, and
the vehicle was commanded to

go from point A to point B. The
control system successfully plan-
ned and executed a path around
the obstacle at point C.

The second experiment invol-
ved following along a predefined
path. Figure 13 shows a raster-
scan path from point A to point
B. The vehicle determines i t s x,y
position from acoustic navigation
transponders which receive sig-
nals fmmnavigation bouys placed
in the water. The actual path ex-
ecuted by the vehicle during this
run i s shown in Figure 14. One

of the obvious problems brought
out by t h i s run is that the vehicle
tends to overshoot when it makes
turns. This i s a problem with the
current low level control, which
allows position control but not
velocity control. Because the
velocity is at maximum value
when it takes a turn, i t w d always
overshoot. Also, there i s con-
siderable error in the position
measuring transponders, which
largely accounts for the ragged
appearance of the pathways.

The third experiment involved
updating the internal model of
the lake bottom with altitude in-
formation obtained from the
downward looking depth sonar.
Figure 15 shows three graphs. The
top andmiddle graphs display the
x and y positions, respectively,
of the vehicle path. The bottom

p p h shows the lake depth values
obtained from the world model
along th is path after the world
model is updated from the infor -
mation in the depth sonar,

... . ' , <

FIGURE 14. Actual m t e r scan path executed. Arrows show directions tnvelled.

r-l

FIGURE 15. Updating the world model lake depth.
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AUVS Positioned as Interface Between
Industry and

t the 16 August 1988A ALVS/JPO Conference in
Arlinton, V i i n i a , attendees
were introduced to the newly
formed Industry Support
Group (ISG), established by

ALVS to provide information
in support of the DoD LTAV

Master Plan. The following
flow chart defmes A W ’ s inter-

action with the Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle Joint Program

JPWAL‘VS ISTERACTION FOR UAV’S

DPk

/
n

GROUPS

AFTORDABLE OPERATlOhALLY OPER ATIOI ALLI FEASIBLE

EiFECTI\ E SLlT4BLE

Office and identifies various
groups involved. Ofparticular
interest is D.P. Associates, Inc,
an Arlington-basedfmwhich
supports the JPO and acts as
the interface for receiving and
passing information to AWS.

Also in support of the JPO
are military groups, including
the Joint Services Working
Group (JSWG), theJoint Inter-
face Working Group (JIWG)
and the Joint Field Activity
Coordination Team (JFACT).
Another item of interest i s the
JPO Reading Room, a reposi-
tory for all JPOilSG docu-
ments, cumntly scheduled for
opening in late Spring. The
Reading Room will be avail -
able to all AWS and ISG
members.

If you would like to know
more about AWS or the ISG
Committees, call the AWS
national off ice at (202)
429-9440.
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